What size can is allowed?
32 Gallons in size or less is what’s accepted. Any larger & there is a risk of injury
lifting the cans.
What weight is allowed in my can?
No more than 50 pounds.
We don’t expect you to
weigh it but please be
courteous & try not to fill
the can with wet cat litter and pumpkin
guts or it may not get emptied.
What type of can is recommended?
Type doesn’t matter as long as it has handles and a lid. BUT, did you know that the
fancy type that is meant for the trucks to
auto lift commonly weighs 26 pounds empty? Chances are it’s much more than the
weight limit when full of trash.
Who supplies the can(s)?
The property owner/tenant. We don’t have
an automated truck so no fancy cans to
supply. You supply the can and maintain it.
Can I place paint in my can?
DRY LATEX PAINT ONLY! Must be dry!
Latex is water based so ok to dispose. But
please open the lid, add cat litter
and let it dry completely before
tossing it in your trash. Any
wet paint cans will leave the
truck a mess. Any oil based
paint is considered hazardous and is absolutely not excepted in your trash.

Is motor oil allowed in my can?
NO!! Motor oil is also hazardous waste. It
leaves a HUGE mess in the garbage truck
and a trail all around town. Did you know
the County supplies free oil recycling?
There is one right by City
Hall. Contact the County for
more locations to recycle oil.
Can furniture be placed with my trash?
If it’s a small stepping stool
that can be broke down and fit
in your can, yes! If it’s a large
recliner, that’s a heavy NO!
The only furniture items that
can go in your trash are the small
items that can fit in a can.
Are building materials allowed in my can?
No. The garbage dump requires building
materials to be placed in a different location than general waste.
The garbage truck does general
waste only. No plywood either as
it gets stuck in the truck.
What other items are required?
LIDS! Your can must have a lid
attached. This keeps unwanted
scattering of debris from animals
and wind, as well as rain water
out of the can weighing it down
for the sanitation worker.
HANDLES! Can you imagine lifting a full
heavy slippery can with no handles? Us either, please be sure your can has them.

